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PAWty of the Decade!
Pawsitive Futures 2015 - - a night of fun for a howling good cause

Pawsitive Alliance is excited to announce that Pawsitive Futures 2015, our annual fundraising benefit and special 10th birthday celebration, is on March 14th in Seattle.

This event supports Pawsitive Alliance’s goal to end the homelessness of cats and dogs in Washington State.

In the past 10 years, 4,969 cats and dogs have found their forever homes at our adoption events and in just four years our spay and neuter program has helped spay or neuter 1,650 pets for families in financial need. We want to continue our mission for another ten years and hope you will join us in our efforts in helping people help pets.

Join 200 fellow animal lovers for a fun night out to help dogs and cats in need.

Tickets are just $60; funds raised are put towards our life saving efforts.

Why attend this benefit?
If you care about helping cats and dogs find, and stay in, their forever homes this is the place to be.

All of the excitement happens on March 14, 2015, from 5:30-9pm at the Swedish Club in Seattle.

Attendees will enjoy a truly fun event, including:

• A delicious dinner buffet with chocolate tasting.
• Raffles, auctions, and other fun activities including a Dessert Dash and Booze Grab!
• A chance to Raise Your Paw to support the programs that you love the most.
• A chance to find out about Pawsitive Alliance’s 2015 plans to help more cats and dogs in need.
• Visit www.pawsitivealliance.org to read more about the event and purchase tickets.

Many thanks to our “Leader of the Pack” Sponsor – Canine Behavior Center as well as our other sponsors Cascade Kennels; Central Bark; Animal Surgical Clinic of Seattle; Buddy’s Dog Care, LLC; Creative Kitchens & Baths, Seattle; Denny’s Pet World; DML Insurance; Fremont Dental; Mud Bay;
About Pawsitive Alliance
Pawsitive Alliance is a volunteer driven organization working to help end the euthanasia of adoptable dogs and cats in Washington by increasing shelter adoptions, supporting spay and neuter programs, and improving pet retention. Over 4,969 cats and dogs have been adopted at Pawsitive Alliance’s hosted events since 2005. For more information visit www.pawsitivealliance.org.
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